
HAYESDOWN FIRST SCHOOL: SUBJECT LEADERS PLANNING OVERVIEW                SUBJECT: French 

YEAR GROUP UNITS 

YEAR 3 
 

Language purpose and function - Greetings and 
responding to greetings 
Giving personal details – Name, age 
Counting and using numbers (both) 
Classroom instructions 

Language purpose and function -  
Ask for and give names 
Revision of numbers 0-10 
Ask for and state age 
Colours 
 

Language purpose and function - 
 Names of fruit and fruit items 
Letter strings (patterns) 
Days of the week 
Months of the year 

Vocab topic areas: Food and drink, Leisure and holidays, Numbers, Time   

Year group SKILLS Speaking  Joins in with songs and rhymes, Responds to a simple command , Answers with a single word or a short phrase, Name people, objects and 
places, Ask a question , Choose the right word to complete a phrase  
Reading  Read and understand single words.  
Writing  Write single words correctly including use of il/elle, le/la before the word, Label a picture, Copy a simple word or phrase.  

 

YEAR 4 Language purpose and function -  
Revision of colours 
Parts of the body 
Asking for French translation 
Zoo animals 
Some Letters of the alphabet 
Verbs 
Quantifiers 
Adjectives 
Christmas theme – revise parts of the body, 
Christmas words and phrases 

Language purpose and function -  
Receptive vocabulary 
Members of the family 
Vocabulary for a story, recognising nouns and 
verbs 
Revision of pets vocabulary 
Connectives 
Easter theme 
 

Language purpose and function -  
Dictionary skills, playground games 
Hobbies 
Revision of hobbies 
Conducting a short interview in French 
Numbers 12-31 
Revision of leisure activities 
Two weather expressions 
Clothes items for packing a suitcase 

Vocab topic areas: Animals, Clothes, Colours, Common adjectives, Family, Numbers, Parts of the body, Ways of travelling, Weather  

Year group SKILLS Speaking  Name and describes places and objects, Start to speak in sentences, Choose the right word to complete a short sentence  
Give a response using a short phrase.  
Reading   
Read and understand short phrases  
Writing  
Write phrases from memory. Write what they like/dislike about a topic  

Planning based on scheme ‘La Jolie Ronde’ 


